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 Outstanding poet, playwriting, politican, active 
member of LSDSP, outstanding Minister of 
education

 1. Member of the Saeima in Latvia
 New words maker
 Significantly influenced the development of the 

literary latvian language
 The most popular works: ‘’Uguns un nakts’’, 

‘’Zelta zirgs’’, ‘’Pūt, vējiņi!’’
 Translated into latvian the work ‘’Fausts’’ by the 

German author J. V. Goethe



 Father of folk songs
 His main contribution ‘’Latvju Dainas’’ in 6 

volumes
 A representative of the young latvian movement
 Called on the people to nurture and identify their 

nationality
 Traveled around the Latvia and then wrote the 

book ‘’Piemiņas raksti’’



 Folk poet
 During the Soviet era, he called latvians to be 

honest and to listen to their consciences
 All his life he has poetized the most beautiful 

river in Latvia – the Gauja
 Translated poetry of foreign authors in latvian





 Since 1873, this festival has taken place 26 times
 Takes place every 5 years, bringing together the best singers 

and dancers from each region
 An outstanding, unifying festival
 A tradition inherited, developed and passed on to future 

generations
 The culmination of the festival takes place in Riga for a week



 Daile Theater was founded on November 19, 
1920

 It was designed and developed by Eduards 
Smilgis for many years

 Under E. Smilgis leadership were outstanding 
actors: Lilita Berzina, Arturs Dimiters, Erika Ferda, 
etc.

 Currently, the theater is directed by actor Juris 
Zagars

 In honor of the centenary of Latvia, a great 
historical costume parade has been created at 
the Daile Theater



 The longest river in Latvia
 Begins in the Vidzeme highlands 

and flows in the Baltic Sea
 The most popular latvian boating 

river, which makes a circle around 
Vidzeme

 The total lenght is 460km



 Latvia’s largest river
 Latvian national symbol
 Begins in Russia, flows in the Gulf of Riga
 Called ‘’the nation’s destiny river’’
 The lenght of the Daugava is 1005km, of which 352km in 

Latvia
 Navigable river, so it plays an important role in the economy 



 Latvian traditional type of rye 
bread

 Latvian power and cult
 It is baked in a wood-fired oven 

from rye flour
 Malt and cumin are added to the 

bread, which gives its 
characteristic taste and aroma

 It provides a lot of energy



 Diligence
 Ability to adapt to survive

 Creativity
 Desire  to learn 

 Awareness of one’s identity and cultural 
values 

 Patience
 Aesthetic sense


